EYE ON ETHICS

by David D. Dodge

When Lawyers Change Firms
In previous articles, we looked at

some of the
ethical rules that apply when a lawyer leaves a firm.1 But what happens
when a lawyer leaves a firm and joins another firm that represents the
other side in a pending matter?
If there are any aspects of legal
ethics that could qualify as rocket
science, this would probably be
one of them. And it’s not a subject for ethics wonks alone:
Lawyers are migrating between
firms more than ever, and some
of the resulting situations have
been embarrassing and expensive
for lawyer and firm alike.
The overarching issues here
are (1) whether a lawyer’s move
to another firm puts a former
client of that lawyer at risk of having a confidence disclosed to
another person or used to the
client’s detriment without the
client’s consent,2 and (2) whether
a client’s right to have the lawyer
of its choice should be impaired
Ethics Opinions in the process.
and the Rules
Let’s remember first that if the
of Professional client goes with the migrating
Conduct are lawyer, the client will obviously
available at not be a “former client.” But
www.azbar.org when the client, or a client the
/Ethics migrating lawyer worked for
while at his former firm,
stays with the former
firm, that client becomes
a “former client” subject to ER 1.9, and the lawyer’s new or
“destination” firm becomes subject to the imputation rules of
ER 1.10(d).3
ER1.10(d) provides that a migrating lawyer who may have
an ER 1.9 confidence concerning a client left behind will not
infect his new firm if the lawyer is “screened” and notice of the
screen is given to the former client affected. “Screened” is a
defined term under ER 1.0(k) and presumes the isolation of
the infected lawyer from any participation in the matter he
worked on previously through “timely imposition” of procedures within the destination firm that effectively protect the
confidences the migrating lawyer may possess.4 But this excepDavid D. Dodge provides consultation
tion to the imputation rules will not be allowed if the migratto lawyers on legal ethics, professional
responsibility and standard of care issues.
ing lawyer had “a substantial role” in “a proceeding before a
He is a former Chair of the Disciplinary
tribunal” involving his now former client and the destination
Commission of the Arizona Supreme Court

law firm. In other words, if the migrating
lawyer represented the seller in a real estate
transaction, he can be screened to allow
the
destination
firm to continue
representing the
buyer. But if the
engagement was a
lawsuit, and the
migrating lawyer
had a substantial
role in representing a client who is
opposed to a client
in the destination
firm, no dice. The
migrating lawyer’s
new partners may
be subject to disqualification
as
having an ER1.10
imputed conflict
of interest.
What is “a substantial
role”?5
Here’s where it
gets complicated,
because the cases
are not exactly
uniform. (It also
doesn’t help that
states have adopted ER 1.10 of the
ABA’s
Model
Rules in different ways, some providing for
more lenient screening rules than others.6)
Recently a federal court refused to
grant a motion to disqualify a firm that had
hired a migrating lawyer who had obviously had a substantial role in litigation where
the destination firm represented the
opposing party. In that case,7 a complicated and protracted patent matter, the
migrating lawyer had worked a total of
186 hours on the plaintiff’s case (for which
he billed more than $110,000), which represented eight percent of his billable time
during that period. When he left
Minneapolis to join defendants’ counsel’s
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New York City office, which was just opening, the plaintiff attempted to disqualify
the defendants’ law firm, which had been
working on the case for years. The court
sitting in Wisconsin held that a federal
court was not bound by Wisconsin’s ethics
rules, agreed that the migrating lawyer
could not work on the case, but allowed
the destination firm to continue representing the defendant under the screening procedures described.7
If you are ever confronted with an ER
1.10(d) issue in an Arizona matter, a good

starting place would be the excellent analysis found in Eberle Design, Inc. v. Reno
A&E,9 where an associate who worked for
nine hours drafting voir dire questions was
allowed to join the lawyers representing the
opposing party in an Arizona patent case.
Screening is going to become a more
familiar (and maybe a more litigated) term
to all of us as lawyers continue to migrate
between firms. It is also a controversial
concept,10 so use caution before considering it as an automatic free pass on conflict
AZ
imputation issues. AT
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